UGFA Award Winners

2013

- Andrew Sherwood, College of Arts
- Pavneesh Madan, Ontario Veterinary College
- Elizabeth Kurucz, College of Management & Economics
- Dan Meegan, College of Social & Applied Human Sciences
- Jeremy Balka, College of Physical & Engineering Science
- Gregoy Bedecarrats, Ontario Agricultural College

2012

- Jay Lampert - College of Physical & Engineering Science
- Evie Adomait - College of Management & Economics
- John Dawson - College of Biological Science
- Jack Trevors - Ontario Agricultural College
- Brad Hanna - Ontario Veterinary College
- Thom Herrmann, Retired - Psychology (Service Award)

2011

- Stephen Powell, College of Arts
- Paul McNicholas, College of Physical & Engineering Science
- Joe Barth, College of Management & Economics
- Jacqueline Murray, College of Arts (Special Merit Award)
- Steve Gismondi, College of Physical & Engineering Science (Special Merit Award)

2010

- Jim Kirkland (Human Health & Nutritional Sciences)
- Sean Kelly (SEDRD)
- John Russon (Philosophy)
- Mike Hoy (Economics)
- Robert Foster (Pathobiology)
- Karen Gordon (Engineering)
- Denise Mohan (SOLAL) (Special Merit award)

2009

- Andrew Bailey, Philosophy
- Jamie Gruman, Hospitality & Tourism Management
- Joanne O'Meara, Physics (Special Merit Award)
- Peggy Pritchard (Academic Librarianship Award)

2008
• Elliott Currie, Department of Business, CME
• Hans Bakker, Sociology and Anthropology, CSAHS
• Massimo Marcone, Department of Food Science, OAC
• Ryan Gregory, Integrative Biology, CBS
• Shawki Areibi, School of Engineering, CPES
• Lori Jones, Department of Chemistry, CPES (Special Merit Award)

2007

• Dawn Cornelio, School of Languages & Literature, COA
• Joan Flaherty, Hospitality & Tourism Management, CSAHS
• Andrew Peregrine, Pathobiology, OVC
• Chris Whitfield, Molecular & Cellular Biology, CBS
• Karen Landman, School of Environmental Design and Rural Development, OAC
• William Tam, Chemistry, CPES
• Linda Mahood, History, COA (Special Merit Award)
• John Walton, APS, OAC (Special Merit Award)

2006

• John Dawson, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, CBS (Special Merit Award)
• Wayne Martin, Department of Population Medicine, OVC
• Ruediger Mueller, School of Languages and Literatures, COA
• Cecelia Paine, School of Environmental Design & Rural Development, OAC

2005

• Tina Widowski, Animal & Poultry Science, OAC
• Steve Lynch, HTM, CSAHS
• Gordon Hawyard, School of Engineering, CPES
• Bill Cormack, History, COA
• Pal Fischer, Math & Stats, CPES
• Jim Brett, OVC Learning Commons (Academic Librarianship Award)
• Linda Graburn, McLaughlin Library (Academic Librarianship Award)

2004

• John Baird, Dept. of Clinical Studies, OVC
• Gerarda Darlington, Dept. of Math & Stats, CPES
• Joe Lam, Dept. of Microbiology, CBS
• Maurice Nelischer, Env. Design & Rural Dev., OAC
• Dorothy Odartey-Wellington, Dept. of Lang. & Lit., COA
• Jim Pickworth, Hosp. & Tourism Mgmt., CSAH

2003

• Herb Kunze, Math & Stats, CPES;
• Michael Wirth, CIS, CPES;
• Steve Kruth, Clinical Studies, OVC;
• Coral Murrant, HBNS, CBS;
• Elizabeth Ewan, History, COA;  
• Wayne Caldwell, Environmental Design & Rural Dev., OAC

2002

• Ian Barker, Pathobiology;  
• Ken Dorter, Philosophy;  
• Doug Joy, Engineering;  
• Rich Moccia, A&PS;  
• Larry Peterson, Botany;  
• Frances Sharom, C&M

2001

• Peter Goddard, History;  
• Pat Wright, Zoology;  
• John Holbrook, Mathematics and Statistics;  
• Rick Upfold, Plant Agriculture;  
• Bill Smith, Mathematics and Statistics (special merit);  
• Jim Mottin, Psychology (special merit)

2000

• Steve Scadding - CBS;  
• Gerald Adams - CSAHS;  
• Ken Fisher - OVC;  
• Daniel O'Quinn - ARTS;  
• Norman Gibbins - CBS (Special Merit Award)

1999

• Serge Desmarais - CSS;  
• Nate Perkins - OAC;  
• David Murray - ARTS;  
• Mark Baker - CPES

1998

• Daniel Fischlin - ARTS;  
• Eric Poisson - CPES;  
• Jorge Nef - CSAHS;  
• Stan Blecher - CBS

1997

• Donna Penne - ARTS;  
• Jean Turner - FACS;  
• Fred Evers - CSS;  
• Alan King - OVC;
• Nick Westwood - CPES

1996
• Alan Filewod - ARTS;
• Kathleen Brophy - FAC;
• Francis Tapon - CSS;
• Roselynn Stevenson - CBS

1995
• Kenneth Graham, English- Arts;
• Janet Wood, Microbiology- CBS;
• Ellen Goddard, Ag. Ec. & Bus.- OAC;
• Barry Smit, Geography, CSS

1994
• Tom E. Michaels - OAC;
• Catherine Wilson - ARTS;
• Steven Cronshaw - CSS;
• Robert Keats - CPES;
• Phillip Sweeny - CBS

1993
• Jim Pickworth - FACS;
• Allan Colter - CPES;
• Ward Chesworth - OAC;
• Eleanora Cebotarev - CSS;
• Gilbert Stelter - ARTS;
• Brian Derbyshire - OVC

1992
• Jack Wiener - CPES;
• Ann Wilcock - FACS;
• Diana Brydon - ARTS;
• Wayne Pfeiffer - OAC

1991
• W.D. Woodward - CBS;
• Claude Guldner - FACS;
• Robert Chapman - CPES;
• David Prescott - CSS;
• Alastair Summerlee - OVC

1987
• Ron Brooks - CBS;
• Edward Carter - CPES;
• Renate Benson - ARTS;
• Andrew Winston - CSS;
• Kathleen Brophy - FACS

1986

• J. A. Stutz - CPES;
• W. Rauser - CPES;
• Jo Cunsolo - CPES

1985

• Joe Prokipcak
• A. Singh
• Terry Gillespie

1984

• Jack Madden
• Isobel Alvarez
• John Auld
• Bob Curtis